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This systematic review analyzes current data on effects of exercise interventions and physical activity behavior on objective
and subjective cancer related cognitive impairments (CRCI). Out of the 19 studies which met all inclusion criteria, five RCTs
investigated rodents, whereas the other 14 trials explored humans and these included six RCTs, one controlled trial, two prospective
noncontrolled trials, one case series, one observational study, and three cross-sectional studies. The results from animal models
revealed positive effects of exercise during and after chemotherapy or radiation on structural alterations of the central nervous
system, physiological as well as neuropsychological outcomes.The overall study quality in patient studies was poor.The current data
on intervention studies showed preliminary positive effects of Asian-influenced movement programs (e.g., Yoga) with benefits on
self-perceived cognitive functions as well as a reduction of chronic inflammation for breast cancer patients in the aftercare. Exercise
potentially contributes to the prevention and rehabilitation of CRCI. Additional RCTs with standardized neuropsychological
assessments and controlling for potential confounders are needed to confirm and expand preliminary findings.
1. Introduction
A vast body of literature reports about a decline in sub-
jective and objective cognitive functioning as well as struc-
tural and neurophysiological alterations of the central ner-
vous system (CNS) after medical treatment for cancer [1].
Although the knowledge about the underlying mechanisms
is sparse, results from animal studies suggest that some
treatment strategies such as specific chemotherapies as well
as radiation directly impair neural progenitor cells and
postmitotic oligodendrocytes [2, 3]. Furthermore, markers
of chronic inflammation which are frequently observed in
cancer patients, such as Interleukin-1 and TNF-alpha, are
associated with a decline in some cognitive domains [4].
Patients indicate limitations in various cognitive domains,
for example, “executive functions,” “attention,” “memory,”
and “learning” [1]. Depending on cancer type, therapy,
and assessments, studies revealed a prevalence of cognitive
impairments in up to 75% of cancer patients during and up to
60% after medical treatment [5, 6]. The most common terms
describing this phenomenon are “chemobrain,” “chemofog,”
or “post-chemotherapy cognitive impairment.” However,
cognitive impairments also emerge after other types of cancer
therapies, such as radiation [7], surgery [8], or hormone
therapy [9]. Besides medical treatments, studies showed that
cognitive abilities in cancer patients are further influenced
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by other factors, for example, posttraumatic stress prior to
therapy [10] as well as the type of patient information on
cognitive deficits as a consequence of therapy [11]. Due to
its multifactorial genesis and as recommended by experts,
we will use the term cancer-related cognitive impairments
(CRCI) in the following [1].
In view of cancer prevention and rehabilitation, exercise
programs are becoming an important part of supportive
therapies in the past decades. Results from epidemiological
studies showed that regular exercise and physical activity
reduce cancer risk [12–14] and mortality [15]. Furthermore,
exercise interventions decrease psychological and physiologi-
cal disease- and treatment-specific side effects, such as fatigue
[16], depression [17], lymphedema [18], and incontinence
[19], leading to an increased quality of life during and after
therapy [20, 21].
Regarding the reduction of side effects, the type, inten-
sity, and duration of exercise strongly vary and comprise
aerobic and resistance exercise, balance training, and Asian-
influenced programs (e.g., Yoga). In general, physical activity
is the sum of daily activities (gardening, movement in every-
day life, etc.) and exercise (any kind of sports), whereas
physical exercise is limited to any kind of sports.
In addition to all benefits named above and indepen-
dently of cancer, physical activity and exercise are known
to have positive effects on structural [22] adaptions of the
CNS. As described for cancer, regular exercise seems to have a
preventive effect regarding neurodegenerative disorders (e.g.,
Alzheimer and Parkinson) [23–25]. The current literature
also suggests that both chronic exercise and acute exercise
improve selective aspects of cognitive functioning in young
and old healthy adults [26, 27]. Although there is some
evidence that resistance exercise and other types of training
(e.g., Yoga) have beneficial effects on cognition, most studies
in this field deal with aerobic exercise programs.
Acute aerobic exercise leads to an increased expression
of neurotrophic and neuroprotective factors, such as the
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [28], the vascular
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [29], and the insulin-
like growth factor (IGF1) [30] in a dose-dependent man-
ner. Results from animal studies showed that these growth
factors mainly contribute to a process called “neurogenesis”
in specific brain regions, especially in the hippocampus,
a highly evolutionary conserved structure which plays a
key role in spatial memory and memory consolidation
[31]. Interestingly, the hippocampus is degenerated by the
course of neurodegenerative disorders and is further sensi-
tive to toxic agents such as different types of chemothera-
pies and radiation [32–36]. Indeed, many studies revealed
that exercise-induced neurogenesis is accompanied by an
increased hippocampus volume as well as enhanced func-
tioning of hippocampus-dependent cognitive abilities [22,
35]. Apart from its impact on neurotrophic factors, regular
exercise contributes to establishing an anti-inflammatory
environment [37, 38]. Since inflammation is a hallmark of
neurodegenerative diseases [39] and is further associated
with impaired cognitive functions [40], this may reflect
another mechanism by which exercise counteracts such
disorders. Both the neurotrophic and the anti-inflammatory
effects represent acute changes in response to exercise which
lead to chronic adaptions if they appear regularly.
Positive effects of exercise are not limited to hippocam-
pus-dependent cognitive abilities. For example, improved
performance of “higher,” prefrontal located cognitive skills
such as executive functions (attention, response inhibition,
cognitive flexibility, planning, etc.) is frequently reported
after exercise [27]. However, our understanding about the
underlying mechanisms of these effects is still sparse. Since
the prefrontal cortex is not sensitive to neurogenesis and
because of the fact that positive effects in this context are
often described as “acute” [27], it would be critical to explain
such improvements by an acute exercise-induced elevation
of neurotrophic factors. As potential mediators of improved
prefrontal cognitive function, twomechanisms are discussed.
First, acute exercise is associated with the secretion of specific
neurotransmitters such as dopamine (as part of the reward
system) which plays an important role in prefrontal regula-
tion [41, 42]. Second, exercise might improve the metabolic
situation of neurons by providing lactate as a substrate. To
date, it is well known that lactate can cross the blood-brain
barrier by monocarboxylate transporters [43]. Additionally,
studies showed that glucose, which is known to be the major
substrate for the CNS, is frequently reduced to lactate by
astrocytes before it is allocated to neurons [44].
Considering the positive influence of exercise on the
CNS and the fact that cancer patients suffer from cognitive
impairments, it seems plausible to bring these two areas
together.
The aim of this systematic review is therefore to analyze
the current literature in the context of physical activity
behavior, exercise interventions, and CRCI.We also included
animal studies for a more comprehensive view on potentially
underlying mechanisms. Finally, we have highlighted impli-
cations and recommendations for further studies in this field.
2. Methods
Between February and June 2015, three independent review-
ers (Philipp Zimmer, Florian Wolf, and Max Oberste)
searched the databases PubMed and MEDPILOT (Med-
line) for relevant literature regarding physical activity and
exercise and its influence on CRCI. A study registration
was not conducted. Additionally, relevant reference lists were
hand-searched. According to Huang et al. [59], databases
were screened by using the PICO (population, intervention,
comparison, outcome) method. The following key words
and MeSH terms were supplied: “tumor,” “tumour,” “neo-
plasms,” “metastasis,” “metastases,” “cancer,” “radiotherapy,”
“radiation,” “irradiation,” “chemotherapy,” “hormonether-
apy,” AND “physical activity,” “physical exercise,” “physi-
cal fitness,” “exercise,” “moving therapy,” “sports therapy,”
“sports,” “training,” AND “neuropsychology,” “cognition,”
“neurocognition,” “attention,” “cognition disorders,” “mem-
ory,” “problem solving,” “cognitive function,” “chemobrain,”
“chemo-brain,” “chemo-fog,” “pcci,” “spatial learning,” “spa-
tial processing.” Studies investigating CNS tumors and com-
bined therapy studies (e.g., exercise and nutrition) were
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Search results, begining in
2000:
Screening of titles and abstracts
regarding search criteria:
Studies, selected for full text
analyses:
text analyses:
n = 2, no therapy for cancer
n = 3, no results for cognitive functions
n = 1, combined treatment
n = 5, no exercise
n = 7, reviews
search criteria:
observational studies
n = 10, interventional studies
Exclusion of irrelevant studies after full
n = 722, Livivo (Medpilot)
n = 1936, PubMed
N = 2658
N = 18
N = 2621, irrelevant studies
n = 4, cross-sectional/
n = 5
N = 19
N = 37
Studies, fitting into the
, animal studies
Figure 1: Literature search strategy.
excluded since the study design does not allow unam-
biguous interpretation of the data. Furthermore, reviews
were also excluded from analysis after screening them for
potential original data. All studies which did not match
the listed exclusion criteria were included. Interventional
studies which did not include animals were further ranked
according to theOxford Centre for Evidence-BasedMedicine
(OCEBM) resulting in grades of recommendation (Table 1).
This method was described as most effective by Atkins et
al. [60] and was applied for other reviews in a comparable
context [61, 62].
3. Results
Out of 2658 search results (PubMed: 1936, MedPilot: 722),
19 studies were chosen for further analysis. Besides five
RCTs with rodents, we found 14 studies with cancer patients,
including a total number of 1645 individuals.These 14 studies
were further divided into six RCTs, one controlled trial,
two prospective noncontrolled trials, one case series, one
observational study, and three cross-sectional studies. An
overview of the literature search is shown in Figure 1.
3.1. Animal Studies. Five RCTs with rodents, including a
total number of 226 animals, investigated the impact of
chemotherapy [33, 34] or radiation [32, 35, 36] in combi-
nation with exercise. As exercise interventions in all studies
animals had access to a running wheel for different time peri-
ods. The cognitive tasks mainly focused on hippocampus-
related cognitive functions and include variations of water
maze paradigm and different memory testing. A detailed
description of these studies can be found inTable 2. In general
one can state that both administered chemotherapies and
radiation caused a decline in cognitive functions and impair-
ments in hippocampal neurogenesis. Independent of medical
treatment, aerobic exercise improved cognitive functions in
comparison to inactive control groups and led to increased
levels of neurotrophic factors as well as an enhanced hip-
pocampal neurogenesis.
3.2. Human Cross-Sectional and Observational Studies. Three
cross-sectional studies, including 323 breast cancer patients,
were conducted. However, data of Marinac et al. [47] and
Hartman et al. [46] were collected in the same study pop-
ulation. In these studies higher levels of physical activity
(which was objectively assessed by hip accelerometer and
the global physical activity questionnaire) corresponded with
better outcomes in several cognitive domains, for example,
memory, executive functions, visual and spatial processing,
attention, and speed of information processing. Effect size of
physical activity (measured by accelerometer) on processing
speed was higher among overweight and obese breast cancer
survivors. However, these patients were three times more
likely to be impaired in this cognitive domain. Hartman
et al. further reported that patients in the highest tertile
of physical activity (measured by questionnaire) revealed
better performances in executive functions and attention,
whereas patients in middle tertile of physical activity showed
better result regarding the visual-spatial cognition domain.
Besides exercise, sleep was also associated with the cogni-
tive performance. Crowgey et al. [45] compared physical
aerobic fitness as well as self-reported physical activity with
neuropsychological assessments in breast cancer patients
after chemotherapy and healthy controls. When adjusting for
age, activity level, and aerobic fitness, no group differences
were detected. A correlation between physical activity and
cognition was only found for the visual memory domain.
In addition to these cross-sectional studies, Fitzpatrick et al.
[48] compared prostate and breast cancer patients receiving
chemotherapy with patients in the aftercare in view of
cognitive abilities and physical activity behavior. Patients
undergoing chemotherapy showed impaired cognitive func-
tions (measured by the Montreal Cognitive Assessment).
After sixweeks increased physical activitywas associatedwith
better performances in cognitive functions. Since this study
comprises only 15 patients with different cancers and related
therapies, it is difficult to interpret its findings. An overview
of these studies can be found in Table 3.
3.3. Human Interventional Studies. An overview of all inter-
ventional studies is listed in Table 4. Six RCTs, including
1237 patients, investigated the impact of different exercise
programs on CRCI. Two of the largest studies (𝑛 = 558)
compared Yoga interventions with usual care in breast cancer
patients after chemotherapy [50, 51]. While Derry et al.
detected no time × group differences in self-perceived cog-
nition after 12 weeks of Hatha Yoga, Janelsins and colleagues
reported enhanced self-perceived memory function after 4
weeks of YOCAS (combination of breathing exercise, Hatha
Yoga, and meditation). After a follow-up of three months,
Derry et al. also described significant improvements in self-
perceived cognition as well as reduced inflammationmarkers
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Table 1: Oxford levels of evidence and grades of recommendation.
Level Content Grade of recommendation
1a Systematic reviews with homogeneity in the case of randomized controlled trials A
1b Individual randomized controlled trials (with narrow confidence interval)
2a Systematic reviews with homogeneity of cohort studies
B2b Individual cohort study (including low-quality, randomized controlled trials)
3a Systematic reviews with homogeneity of case-control studies
3b Individual case-control study
4 Case series (and poor-quality cohort and case-control studies) C
5 Expert opinion without explicit critical appraisal D
Table 2: Exercise interventions in rodents.
Reference 𝑁 Study design Studypopulation Treatment
Type of
exercise Duration Parameters
Chemotherapy
Winocur et
al., 2014 [33]
38
9 MTX/5FU
Run
10 MTX/5FU
9CGRun
9CG
2 × 2
RCT
f, Long-Evans
rats
37.8mg/kg
MTX +
50mg/kg
5FU or salt
solution
Access to a
running
wheel
11 weeks
SM (↑)
CM (→)
NMTS (↑)
DNMTS (↑)
Hippocampal
neurogenesis
(↑)
Fardell et al.,
2012 [34]
28
7 5FU/OX
Run
7 5FU/OX
7CGRun
7CG
2 × 2
RCT
m, hooded
Wistar rats
75mg/kg FU
+ 8mg/kg
OX or salt
solution
Access to a
running
wheel
overnight
6 weeks NOR (↑)MWM (↑)
Cranial radiation
Ji et al., 2014
[32]
104
16 20GyRun
16 20Gy
16CGRun
16CG
2 × 2
RCT
Sprague-
Dawley
rats
20Gy or
sham
radiation
30min access
to a running
wheel in the
morning and
evening
5x/week over
3 weeks
Open-field
test (→)
MWM (↑)
BDNF (↑)
Hippocampal
neurogenesis
(↑)
Wong-
Goodrich et
al., 2010 [35]
40
10 5GyRun
10 5Gy
10CGRun
10CG
2 × 2
RCT
f, C57BL/6
mice
5Gy or sham
radiation
Access to a
running
wheel 8/12
hours per day
16 weeks
Barnes Maze
(↑)
Hippocampal
neurogenesis
(↑)
Growth
factor
expression
(↑)
Naylor et al.,
2008 [36]
16
4 6GyRun
4 6Gy
4CGRun
4CG
2 × 2
RCT
C57BL/6
mice
6Gy or sham
radiation
Access to a
running
wheel
4 weeks
Open-field
test (↑)
Hippocampal
neurogenesis
(↑)
5FU: 5-Fluorouracil; OX: Oxaliplatin; CG: control group; Gy: Gray; RCT: Randomized Controlled Trial; m: male; f: female; NOR: Novel Object Recognition;
MWM:MorrisWaterMaze; SM: spatial memory; CM: CuedMemory; NMTS: Non-Matching to Sample Task, DNMTS: DelayedNon-Matching to Sample task.
in the intervention group. Both studies were rated with an
Oxford level of evidence as 1b.
A recent RCT of Mustian et al. [49] showed that a six-
week home-based exercise program during chemotherapy in
479 nonmetastatic cancer patients consisting of aerobic walk-
ing and band resistance training results in enhanced values
of self-perceived cognitive functions as well as a reduction
of the inflammatory markers Interferon-𝛾, Interleukin-8,
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and Interleukin-1b. Furthermore, the authors described an
increase of the anti-inflammatory cytokines Interleukin-6,
Interleukin-10, and the soluble TNF-𝛼 receptor antagonist.
Finally, the exercise group showed a correlation between
the reduction of inflammation and changes in self-perceived
cognitive function. The study was rated with an Oxford level
of evidence 1b.
Oh et al. [53] investigated the influence of a ten-week
Qigong intervention on self-perceived cognition, quality of
life, and serum levels of the inflammation marker CRP in
a heterogeneous cancer patient collective (𝑛 = 81). Out of
the 37 patients of the intervention group, only 23 patients
completed the intervention. Time × group analysis revealed
improved self-perceived cognition as well as reduced CRP
serum levels in participants of the intervention group. Due to
the mixed study population in view of cancer type, the study
was rated with 2b.
Miki et al. [52] allocated breast and prostate cancer
patients in different therapy phases to an intervention group,
receiving a four-week speed-feedback training, and a passive
control group. The intervention consisted of two five-minute
sessions per week. During these sessions, patients had to
follow a pathway on a screen by adapting the number of
revolutions on a bicycle ergometer. In view of its short dura-
tion and low intensity (20 Watt on a bicycle ergometer) and
the additional cognitive component, this intervention should
not be interpreted as classical exercise training. However,
time× group analysis revealed improved prefrontal functions
(assessed by the objective Frontal Assessment Battery) in the
intervention group. Because of its inhomogeneous partic-
ipant characteristics as well as its feasibility character, the
study was also rated with 2b.
Finally, Rogers et al. [54] reported that a 12-week physical
behavior educational program for breast cancer patients did
not change self-perceived cognitive functions. Because of
the relatively small sample size and the fact that cognitive
function was only a secondary endpoint, the study was rated
with 2b.
Regarding their methodological limitations due to miss-
ing of randomization or missing control groups and their
small sample sizes, the studies of Knobf et al. [56], Galantino
et al. [58], Reid-Arndt et al. [57], and Baumann et al. [55] were
rated with grade 4.
In summary, we found three studies with a 1b level of
evidence (grade of recommendation A), 3 trials with 2b (B),
and four studies which were rated with 4 (C). In view of
differences in exercise interventions, poor study quality, and
missing pretreatment assessments, exercise recommenda-
tions to improve self-perceived cognition after chemotherapy
for breast cancer patients are currently limited to Yoga based
interventions to date.
4. Discussion
Although CRCI is a frequently observed side-effect in cancer
patients and physical activity and exercise interventions are
known to have beneficial effects on cognitive functions,
only very few human studies with predominately method-
ological limitations were conducted so far. Furthermore,
results from cross-sectional studies suggest that elevated
levels of physical activity are associated with fewer declines
in cognitive function in cancer patients. Furthermore, Asian-
related movement interventions seem to have a positive
influence on self-perceived cognitive abilities andmay reduce
systemic inflammation in the aftercare.Themajor limitations
of all interventional exercise studies are the designs (miss-
ing randomization or complete absents of control groups),
missing pretherapy data, and the usage of heterogeneous neu-
ropsychological assessments (mainly varying questionnaires
detecting self-perceived cognition). As a result, there are
no current specific exercise recommendations to counteract
CRCI. The named limitations should not be seen as criticism
in general, since this research field is quite new and the cited
studies have pioneer character.
The findings of the described animal studies clearly
indicate that different cancer therapies, such as chemotherapy
and radiation, are strongly associated with structural and
functional changes of the CNS. All of these studies revealed
that exercise is a promising method to counteract this
negative therapy-dependent development. At present results
from animal studies are difficult to translate to humans in the
context of exercise and CRCI for the following reasons:
(I) The cited animal studies used endurance exercise
interventions which seem to be plausible because
endurance exercise is the most frequently investi-
gated type of exercise in cognition studies. How-
ever, only one of the human studies with a low
explanatory power (no control group, only subjec-
tive cognition assessment) [56] used a comparable
aerobic endurance exercise protocol which is even
more astonishing since recommendations of experts
suggest moderate-to-vigorous endurance exercise for
brain health [63].
(II) With only a few exceptions, animal studies focused
on hippocampus-dependent cognitive functions (e.g.,
spatial memory). Although a translation from the
rodent to the human brain is difficult in many cases,
spatial memory seems to be a hippocampus-related
function in humans as well. This may be reasoned
by the fact that the hippocampus is an evolutionary
ancient and highly conserved structure [64]. How-
ever, CRCI also affects “higher” cognitive functions
which are predominately located in the prefrontal
cortex. In contrast to the hippocampus, the prefrontal
cortices of animals and humans are incommensu-
rable structures. The prefrontal cortex has also been
described as the “human” part of the brain.While the
prefrontal cortex represents about 29%of the humans’
cortex volume, this number is broadly smaller in
animals (e.g., 3.5% in cats and 11.5% in macaques)
[65]. As mentioned above, the translation of results
from animal studies, especially in view of prefrontal
located “higher” cognitive functions, can only be
made with caution.
Nevertheless, animal studies gave first hints about under-
lyingmechanisms of exercise-induced improvements of brain
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function. As stated above, neurogenesis in the hippocampus
is strongly affected by both CRCI and exercise. There-
fore, hippocampus-dependent cognitive functions represent
a promising target for further research in humans. When
planning such studies with regard to the assessment of
cognitive functions, one has to consider that neurogenesis
and following functional embedding of the new neurons
are a process which takes at least four to six weeks [66,
67]. Shorter measurement intervals might lead to confusing
results. As such, the inclusion of follow-up measurements
would be ideal. Against the background of exercise-induced
neurogenesis, neuropsychological assessments should focus
on hippocampus functioning and additionally include gen-
eral assessments which are advised by the international
cognition and cancer task force [68]. Regarding the applied
exercise regime, following studies are recommended to use
different types of endurance/aerobic exercise and maybe
also varying intensities. From a biological point of view
this could be argued by the fact that endurance exercise is
known to stimulate the expression of neurotrophic factors,
such as BDNF and VEGF in an intensity-dependent manner
[69]. However, first studies showed that resistance exercise
also increases some of these agents [70]. Since the exercise-
driven secretion of neurotrophic factors is a typical short-
term effect, the question whether the assessment of these
factors should take place at the same measurement time
points as the cognition testing arises. We hypothesize that it
may be of greater interest to investigate differences of short-
term courses of these factors, for example, before and after
the first and the last exercise sessions in an interventional
study comparing different (endurance) exercise intensities.
Thereby, further studies may be able to determine if the peak
or a certain threshold of neuronal growth factor secretion is
pivotal for neurogenesis and if the expression of those factors
changes during the time course of the intervention.
Recent research suggested that exercise alone might not
be sufficient to induce a long-lasting, functional neurogenesis
[71, 72]. Fabel et al. [73] revealed that exercise enhanced
the proliferation of neuronal progenitor cells in the hip-
pocampus, thereby creating a “neurogenic potential.” A
majority of these new born cells did only reach functionality
when exercise was combined with cognitive training. Similar
results were reported for humans by Fabre and colleagues
[74]. Therefore, the combination of aerobic exercise with
cognitive training depicts a promising strategy to improve
hippocampus-dependent cognitive functions in CRCI.
Among typical prefrontal cortex-dependent cognitive
abilities, executive functions were reported to be most sen-
sitive to exercise intervention in healthy adults [72]. Interest-
ingly, executive functions are frequently impaired in patients
suffering from CRCI [75]. To date, there is no generally
accepted standard definition of executive function. It has
become common practice to define executive functioning by
enumerating subcomponents such as task flexibility, response
inhibition, reasoning, problem solving, selective attention,
and planning [76]. Since neurogenesis seems to be limited to
only very few brain regions (e.g., hippocampus and olfactory
epithelium) it remains at least questionable if new born
neurons take place and function in other regions of the CNS.
Thus, an exercise-induced increased performance in execu-
tive functions might be driven by other mechanisms. Indeed,
exercise was reported to elevate levels of neurotransmitters
(e.g., dopamine), which are associated with prefrontal cortex
functions [41, 42]. In addition, first studies showed that an
acute increase in lactate may ameliorate neuronal function.
Lactate is known to cross the blood-brain barrier and is
used as energy substrate by neurons. Furthermore, exercise
induces an increase in synaptic plasticity and reduces chronic
inflammation [37, 38]. Since chronic inflammation is com-
monly observed in cancer patients and is further associated
with cognitive performance [40], pro- and anti-inflammatory
cytokines will be an interesting target for studies dealing with
exercise and CRCI. Finally, results from neurophysiological
investigations suggested that single bouts of exercise lead to a
reduced activation of the prefrontal cortexwhichwas thought
to be some kind of “relaxing.” This “relaxing” phase during
exercise was further discussed to improve cognitive functions
after cessation of exercise [77].
It can be summarized that prefrontal cortex functions,
especially selective aspects of executive functions, may
change after exercise. Besides adequate testing of execu-
tive functions, at least some of the potentially underlying
mechanisms should be considered when planning exercise
interventions in the context of CRCI.
Besides aerobic exercise, Asian-influenced movement
programs display a promising behavioral approach to coun-
teract CRCI. The results and the explanatory power of
these studies are hard to compare due to different assess-
ments which were used to determine subjective cognitive
impairments (Table 4). In addition to the cited research in
the context of CRCI, Yoga has been shown to improve
symptoms in patients suffering from other CNS disorders
[78]. However, the underlying mechanisms may differ from
those of aerobic exercise since Asian-influenced exercise
programs are more related to improvements in mood,
motivation, and mindfulness [79]. An interesting common
effect of both types of interventions is amelioration in sleep
[46, 80]. Since better sleep is associated with increased
cognitive performances [46] it should be considered as a
potential mediator. A comparison regarding the effects of
aerobic exercise and Yoga-like interventions is not appropri-
ate at this time due to underpowered studies and strongly
varying endpoints (objective and subjective) measurements
of CRCI. Further research may include a combination of
both.
As a trap door for all exercise interventions in the context
of brain function, the study design represents a general
problem. Since the performance in objective and subjective
neuropsychological tests is affected by mood, motivation,
and other factors [81, 82], future studies should randomize
patients in exercise groups, placebo control groups, and if
possible a passive control group to estimate potential placebo
effects. In many studies which investigate the impact of
exercise interventions on cognitive functions, control groups
did not receive a comparable social support (missing placebo
control group) or evenwere cognitive exhausted by tasks such
as book-reading. These nuisances in study designs may lead
to overestimated effects of exercise.
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Apart from study design and the hypothesis-driven objec-
tive and subjective neuropsychological as well as neurobi-
ological assessments, potential confounding factors should
always be included when planning research on exercise inter-
ventions in the context of CRCI. These confounding factors
include intelligence quotient, age, posttraumatic stress prior
to therapy, sleep, activity behavior, depression symptoms, and
fatigue. It is not worth stating that study collectives should
consist of similar cancer types receiving identical therapy
protocols and patient information about potential cognitive
impairments. Thus, evidence-based recommendations for
exercise programs as part of supportive therapy can be further
developed regarding the treatment of CRCI.
Finally researchers have to determine how much assess-
ment is acceptable for patients. In particular the outcomes
of neuropsychological assessments depend on motivational
aspects [82]. Therefore, cognitive functions should be tested
with a specific aim (e.g., hippocampal function) and may
be executed in a randomized fashion. Executing too many
neuropsychological tests, even if applied in a counterbalanced
manner, affects test power since the mean motivation among
participants decreases and the mean cognitive load when
performing a certain task increases [82].
A last aspect which should be taken into account when
discussing treatment strategies of CRCI is the cognitive
reserve theory (for review [83]). This theory hypothesized
that people with higher cognitive functions need longer time
to reveal clinical significant cognitive impairments compared
to people with lower cognitive abilities. Regular physical
activity and different types of exercise may increase the indi-
vidual cognitive reserve.This mechanism could contribute to
a delay in the incidence of CRCI in physical active patients.
At present some promising trials are underway but are
not published yet. To give two examples, Matthews et al.
[84] compare the impact of a five-month home-based aerobic
exercise intervention to a standard educational behavior
strategy program regarding cognitive functions in 64 cancer
patients and Campbell [85] conducts a study comparing aer-
obic exercise with usual care in breast cancer patients. Besides
subjective and objective neuropsychological assessments, the
latter trial also includes fMRI analysis.
The results of the present review should be considered
within the context of its limitations. Study selection and
ranking were performed by three reviewers in order to
minimize subjectivity. However, selection bias can never be
ruled out completely. Furthermore, the ranking according to
the Oxford levels of evidence was aggravated by the accessi-
bility to adverse events, raw data, and confidence intervals.
Therefore, over- or underestimating of studies cannot be
entirely eliminated.
5. Conclusion
Results from animal studies clearly indicate that exercise
interventions represent an effective method to counteract
CRCI on the structural and functional level in rodents, espe-
cially regarding hippocampus-dependent functions. How-
ever, CRCI-associated cognitive impairments in humans are
not limited to hippocampus-dependent functions and also
affect other brain regions, such as the prefrontal cortex,
which correspond with “higher” cognitive functions. Since
the prefrontal cortices of humans and rodents are hard
to compare, results from animal studies should only be
carefully translated to humans. In humans, more RCTs, using
appropriate control groups, standardized neuropsychological
assessments (according to the recommendations of the Can-
cer andCognitionTask Force), and patient information about
cognitive side effects are required. Furthermore, recording of
potential confounders, such as posttraumatic stress, depres-
sions, fatigue, and age, is necessary. Finally, one should always
scrutinize if the scheduled exercise intervention is associated
with improvements in the assessed cognitive domains when
planning an interventional study.
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